Investigation of activated carbon surface heterogeneity by argon and nitrogen low-pressure quasi-equilibrium volumetry.
Surface heterogeneity can be assessed by adsorption of different gaseous probes on solid materials. In the present study, four types of activated carbons were analyzed by classical N2 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) measurements and by low-pressure quasi-equilibrium volumetry (LPQEV) (Villieras, F.; Michot, L. J.; Bardot, F.; Cases, J. M.; Francois, M.; Rudzinski, W. Langmuir 1997, 13, 1104). Three methods of data evaluation were applied: (a) the Frenkel-Halsey-Hill method for estimation of fractal dimensions from BET data, (b) the Horwath-Kawazoe method to calculate the pore size distribution from LPQEV Ar and N2 adsorption isotherms, and (c) the derivative isotherm summation (DIS) method to describe the solid's surface heterogeneity by a concept of local derivative isotherms. Similar Ar and N2 adsorption energy distributions were obtained on all carbons, which indicates the presence of mainly nonpolar surfaces. When adsorption was described by the van der Waals equation, the ratio between the interaction energy of different energetic sites with argon and nitrogen was 0.88. This value corresponded very well with a slope obtained when Ar and N2 positions of local isotherms by the DIS method were compared. This relationship has an important impact because it enables one to constrain the modeling of local isotherms. This study, besides the surface information, showed large possibilities of the DIS method for the surface analysis not only in terms of solid heterogeneity characterization but also in terms of polarity assessment.